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INTRODUCTION

Spatial information is an essential component in almost all 
decision support system due to the capability it provides 
for analyzing anything that has reference to the location on 
earth. Spatial data generally provides thematic information 

a variant of spatial information, is generally collected on 
thematic basis, where individual organizations are involved 

collected from decades and huge amount of data is avail-
able in different organizations (Stoimenov, Dordevi´c, & 

to locate and retrieve required geospatial information from 
other geospatial sources in reliable and acceptable form. 
The problem that has been incurred is the lack of standards 
in geospatial data formats and storage/access mechanism 

geospatial data formats and access methods poses a major 
challenge for geospatial information sharing among a larger 
user community. 

With the growing need of geospatial information and 
widespread use of Internet has fostered the requirement of 
geospatial information sharing over the Web. The 

to be a distributed network of interconnected geographic 
information sources and processing services that are:

-
dard data representation for sharing and transporting 
geospatial data.

Unless a standard means for geospatial information shar-
ing is developed, interoperability cannot be realized. Without 
successful interoperability approaches, the realization of 

address the need for access to current and accurate geospa-
tial information from diverse geospatial sources around the 
world. The 
initiative has been taken by many nations for providing 

integrated access of geospatial information (Budak, Sheth, 

jurisdiction of the organization producing that data. A user 
will be interested in availing geospatial services through 

upon standards for geospatial data and computational meth-
odology, this cannot be made into existence. This chapter 
discusses several issues towards geospatial interoperability 
and adoption of 

common geospatial data format. The associated technolo-
gies that can be used for realizing geospatial interoperability 
have also been discussed.

BACKGROUND

The need for integrated and interoperable geospatial system 
has been felt for long time and several methods for informa-
tion integration have been adopted into geospatial domain 

single point accessibility of geospatial information. But the 
heterogeneity in geospatial data formats and access mecha-
nism immediately puts into concern about some standard 
way of sharing data. 

The
international voluntary consensus standards organization 

-

collaborate in an open consensus process encouraging de-
velopment and implementation of standards for geospatial 

open

which in turn increase the possibility of geospatial data 
sharing. The proposition of geography markup language 

data transformation format and service based sharing of 
geospatial interoperability is going to add new dimension 
in geospatial interoperability.

sharing geospatial information among large-scale users. 

Geospatial Interoperability
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G
-

ers to share the geospatial information irrespective of the 
platform or the system in which the data repositories are 

led the further progress in geospatial information domain. 

advantage is that they are capable of providing geospatial 

knowledge about the geospatial service interface can utilize 
the information in their application.

GEOSPATIAL INTEROPERABILITY

The main objective of the chapter is to discuss the support 

interoperability. 

Geography Markup Language

“lingua franca” of emerging e-business frameworks, and it 
powers the generation of thousands of Web sites1. Due to its 
text format it is easily processable across different computing 

should have its own properties, both spatial and non-spatial. 

encoded format irrespective of the heterogeneity of their 

for the feature. The polygon geometric element describes the 
spatial expansion of the feature. It is also geo-referenced by 
spatial reference system by the element srsName.

GML Geometry

Several basic primitive geometry elements have been de-

real world objects like rivers, roads, states and so forth. Table 

elements. The base schema  provides the con-
structs and structure for geometries. There are a number of 

geometry schema . The fundamental geometry element is 
“co-ord.” All other geometry elements are derived from this 
basic geometric element. Some of the composite geometry 
structures in the geometry core schema are as follows: a 
multipoint is a collection of points  is a 
collection of  is a collec-
tion of 

curve,
surface, solid and so forth.

GML Feature

of geometry objects. A feature is an application object that 
represents a physical entity, for example, a road, a river, or 
a forest. A feature may or may not have geometric aspects. 
The distinction between features and geometry objects 

information systems. 

that describe aspects or characteristics of the feature (e.g., 
the feature’s point or extent
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